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GET D!RTYNext time youâ€™re traveling or just chattinâ€™ in German with your friends, drop the

textbook formality and bust out with expressions they never teach you in school,

including:&#149;Cool slang&#149;Funny insults&#149;Explicit sex terms&#149;Raw swear

wordsDirty German teaches the casual expressions heard every day on the streets of

Germany:&#149;What's up?Wie geht's?&#149;I'm smashed.Ich bin total

angeschickert.&#149;Fuckin' Munich fans.ScheiÃŸ MÃ¼nchen Fans.&#149;That shit reeks.Das

riecht aber Ã¼bel.&#149;I wanna shag ass.Ich will abhauen.&#149;What a complete asshole.Was

fÃ¼r ein Arschloch.&#149;Dude, you're built like Arnold!Mensch, du bist der Arnie!
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First off, let me say this book is very dirty in language...Something I don't recommend to minors,

unless you are the type to allow them to learn such words and teach them to use them in the right

situation.It covers basic informal and colloquial speech and progresses into dirty language such as

"fighting words" (words that are prelude to fisticuffs), sexual terms (such as body parts, acts and



paraphernalia) and even just plain insults for the sake of mean.If you make a close-enough friend in

Germany, be prepared to understand the double-entendre-loaded slang that comes with such

closeness.I recommend this to any linguist with a penchant for vulgarity and those who want to be

aware when visiting Germany.Besides, my uncle, who learns German, could do with a refresher

course since the Berlin Wall fell.

I also own the Russian version, which was written apparently by someone who's spent a lot of time

in St. Petersburg. This by contrast appears to have been ported over from that original book, given

some of the same phrases and advice. Germans are not at all as confrontational as Russians in my

experience, and so you may find yourself looking for a different book for slang then this one.It has

good things in it, but there are probably better products.

LIke the Japanese version, this starts out with some comments about culture, manners and

courtesy. How to address someone you don't know what not to ask, etc... Then it gets to the 'dirty'

words and after that covers various areas like sports, food, dating... So, if you want just the 'dirty'

words go elswwhere. It really is worth the price.

This book is hilarious! My boyfriend has been trying to learn German for a few months, but none of

his books or MP3s taught him "dirty" words in German! This book has a huge assortment of them -

swear words, words with sexual connotations, and so on. It also provides examples of how to use

the words in speech along with a pronunciation guide, which is very helpful as well.

This book goes beyond the dirty words. The phrases used in casual conversation are very helpful to

learn. The language learning tools out there focus mainly on the very basics of the language. You

learn how to order a meal, say please and thank you, etc. But if you want to know how to talk in

"real life", like to strangers on the train, or while having a glass of wine, this book is much more

helpful than the formal training I have used!

too funny but useful.

It is a sign of my weakness that I would like to be able to swear in German. This book covers it

pretty well. In any language sometimes nothing but a swear word will do to make your feeling

known.



Great way to learn how to insult the kindest people in the world.
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